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Coherent x-ray diffractive imaging is a powerful method for studies on nonperiodic structures on the

nanoscale. Access to femtosecond dynamics in major physical, chemical, and biological processes

requires single-shot diffraction data. Up to now, this has been limited to intense coherent pulses from a

free electron laser. Here we show that laser-driven ultrashort x-ray sources offer a comparatively

inexpensive alternative. We present measurements of single-shot diffraction patterns from isolated

nano-objects with a single 20 fs pulse from a table-top high-harmonic x-ray laser. Images were

reconstructed with a resolution of 119 nm from the single shot and 62 nm from multiple shots.
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Imaging individual objects, with a few nanometer reso-

lution in space and a few femtosecond resolution in time, is

of fundamental importance in many areas of science and

represents today a fascinating challenge. In such context,

advances in coherent diffraction using new coherent ultra-

short x-ray sources are actually demonstrating a high po-

tential. Coherent diffraction imaging (CDI) overcomes

many restrictions in imaging offering a means to produce

images of noncrystalline objects at a resolution, in prin-

ciple, limited by the wavelength only. In this ‘‘lensless’’

technique a spatially coherent x-ray beam illuminates an

isolated sample (surrounded by a zero-scattering area), and

the far-field diffraction pattern of the object is recorded

on an area detector. Since the detector records only the

diffracted intensities the ‘‘real image’’ is retrieved from

the amplitude and phase diffraction pattern using an iter-

ative algorithm based on Fourier transforms [1]. This

imaging technique can be scaled all the way down to

atomic resolution. Since its demonstration, many research-

ers have taken large steps in this direction using soft

and hard x-ray synchrotron radiation [2–6]. However,

although atoms can be imaged in space, the conventional

synchrotron sources do not allow accessing the fastest

processes in matter, which is the new frontier of femto-

second to attosecond time resolution. It is only recently

that this perspective has emerged thanks to the first

demonstration of single-shot coherent diffraction imag-

ing using a femtosecond soft x-ray free electron laser

(FEL) [7].

Following this work Barty and collaborators have then

validated the time resolved approach in coherent diffrac-

tive imaging by capturing laser induced plasma expansion

of a nanopatterned sample on picosecond time scales [8].

The key issue in such nonrepetitive experiments consists in

recording diffraction patterns in a single shot with an

ultrashort soft x-ray pulse. Indeed it has been proposed to

use femtosecond or even shorter x-ray pulses to overcome

the damage problems that would degrade x-ray images of

individual nanoparticles: If a single ultrashort x-ray pulse

has enough x rays to form a good diffraction image of a

nanoscale object, then the inertial confinement of the

atoms during the ultrabrief exposure will prevent blurring,

even if the x-ray flux is sufficient to destroy the sample [9].

However, this necessitates a very high coherent x-ray flux

so far only available at large-scale limited-access FEL

facilities [10]. This requirement limits the wide spread of

ultrafast coherent diffraction imaging at the moment.

High-harmonic generation (HHG) would represent an

excellent alternative since such sources are widely avail-

able and show the required properties [11–17] to perform

ultrafast CDI: high spatial coherence, regular wave front,

temporally coherent beam, and ultrashort pulse duration

(femtosecond down to about 100 as). Moreover, HHG

pulses are synchronized on subfemtosecond time scale

with the driving infrared femtosecond laser, allowing a

vast flexibility in time resolved experiments. Up to now

HHG, like other laser based coherent soft x-ray sources,

could not provide enough coherent flux to collect single-
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shot diffraction data. Their application was thus restricted

to the investigation of nondestructive phenomena, where

weak signals had to be accumulated over long time period

(hours) [18,19].

Here we report the first results on single-shot coherent

diffraction imaging from a femtosecond table-top HHG

source. Our approach is based on a significant improve-

ment of the soft x-ray yield from high-harmonic generation

in gases. The experiment was performed at the LUCA laser

facility at CEA Saclay, France. The Ti:sapphire laser sys-

tem delivers up to 50 mJ energy pulses at 800 nm with a

pulse duration of 50 fs at a repetition rate of 20 Hz. A high

intensity soft x-ray coherent beam is obtained using a loose

focusing geometry, which allows coupling a very high

amount of laser energy in the HHG process [20–22]. At a

given laser intensity we increase the focal volume and

scale up the number of ‘‘atomic harmonic converters’’

that will macroscopically radiate under improved phase

matching conditions. Using a long gas cell and a long focal

length lens (7.5 m), the emitting volume can be increased

by orders of magnitude as compared to standard HHG

setups. This approach allows reaching more than 10 �J

per shot in the whole harmonic frequency comb and up to

1 �J (1:6� 1011 photons) for the 25th (� ¼ 32 nm) har-

monic considered in this work. For the CDI experiment a

laser energy of�35 mJ and a 5.5 m focal length lens were

used. The soft x-ray beam parameters were optimized by

adjusting the gas pressure, the cell length, and the laser

beam aperture. The beam was focused into a 10 cm, 2 mbar

argon gas cell before the entrance of the cell. The maxi-

mum soft x-ray output was 0:6 �J. Thanks to a preferential

on axis phase matching associated to the short quantum

path [17], the beam has a low divergence (500 �rad) and a

high degree of spatial coherence, up to 92% as measured in

single shots using a Young double slit arrangement.

The schematic arrangement of our table-top CDI beam

line at CEA Saclay is shown in Fig. 1. After generation of

the soft x-ray beam, it propagates together with the main

infrared (IR) laser which is then rejected using an IR

antireflective mirror. The residual IR is eliminated using

a 150 nm thick aluminum filter. A 22.5� off axis parabola

of 200 mm focal length focuses the soft x rays to a 20 �m

focal spot (full width at half maximum). The 25th har-

monic is selected from the harmonic frequency comb using

a B4C=Si multilayer coating deposited on the parabola

surface. The resulting beam has a spectral linewidth of

�=��� 150 and a temporal duration of �20 fs. The total

optic line transmission from the high-harmonic source to

the sample is 1% corresponding to 109 useful photons per

shot at 32 nm in a 20 �m focal spot. The intensity on the

sample is estimated to be 1011 W=cm2. The sample is

placed at the focus of the parabolic mirror and diffracts

the coherent soft x rays. The samples were micrometer-

sized ‘‘harmonic notes’’ with sub-100 nm details [see

Figs. 1 and 4(a)]. To obtain a pure amplitude object an

opaque 100 nm thick gold layer was deposited on a 70 nm

thick SiC membrane before patterning using a sub-10 nm

resolution focused ion beam. The diffraction pattern is

collected on a backilluminated CCD camera in the

Fraunhofer regime (at a distance z ¼ 20 mm from the

sample), where it is proportional to the Fourier transform

of the sample’s transmission function (the sample exit

wave). The full chip contains 2048� 2048 square pixels

with a size of p ¼ 13:5 �m.

To demonstrate the potential of our CDI beam line we

have first considered multiple exposure diffraction patterns

of the sample. A diffraction pattern of the harmonic notes

is shown in Fig. 2(a). The data are recorded over 40 shots

(2 s acquisition time), i.e., 107 times less shots than what

has been done previously using HHG. The image repre-

sents the coherent intensity pattern of the sample Fourier

transform. In our experiment the use of a beam blocker was

not necessary so that we have full access to low frequen-

cies. This increases the amount of information for image

reconstruction. The main diffracted features are distributed

on two axes associated to the preferential directions in the

sample structure. A 30 pixel period modulation can be seen

on the horizontal direction. This is related to the interfer-

ence of the diffracted waves from two similar features

placed at a distance of 1:5 �m in the sample design. The

modulation is also observed at the largest diffracted angles.

Practically it means that the diffracted beams overlap in

time even at high angles. This is consistent with the spec-

tral bandwidth and the pulse duration.

FIG. 1 (color online). Tabletop soft x-ray diffractive imaging

beam line. The soft x-ray laser harmonics are produced by the

interaction of the loose focused infrared laser beam in an argon

gas cell. The infrared beam is removed after the soft x-ray gen-

eration by a SiO2 beam splitter that reflects most of the soft x ray.

An antireflective coating rejects most of the infrared laser light.

The residual infrared light is totally suppressed with a 150 nm

thin aluminum filter. The 25th harmonic order, at a wavelength

of 32 nm, is selected and focused onto the sample using a

multilayer coated off axis parabola. The sample is positioned

at the focus where it scatters the soft x-ray beam. The diffraction

pattern is collected on a backilluminated soft x-ray CCD at

20 mm distance from the sample. With a 3 �m sample size

the diffraction pattern is measured in the Fraunhofer regime.
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Since only the intensity of the diffracted coherent wave

is measured, the phase information is missing and must be

recovered to reconstruct the object. Figure 2(b) shows the

reconstructed image from the diffraction pattern given in

Fig. 2(a). Image reconstruction was carried out using iter-

ative transform phase retrieval techniques. Here, we used

the HAWK code iterative procedure [23]. For both recon-

structions, the experimental image was low pass filtered by

applying a tight filter around the autocorrelation to remove

most of the image noise. The support of the object was then

determined using the SHRINKWRAP algorithm combined

with hybrid input-output (HIO) algorithm. Using the re-

laxed averaged alternating reflectors (RAAR) algorithm

and the support previously obtained, 80 reconstructions

were run with random starting points.

In the Fraunhofer approximation, the maximal detect-

able spatial frequency in the sample’s transmission func-

tion is calculated according to �max ¼ ðNp=2Þ=ð�zÞ,
where N represents the pixel number of the chip area

considered. For the 40 shot exposure, an array of N ¼
1024� 1024 pixels is used for the reconstruction corre-

sponding to a diffraction angle of 19� at the midpoint of the

edge of the array. The image resolution (based on Rayleigh

criteria) corresponds to the half-period length of the high-

est frequency in the diffraction pattern. According to this

definition the diffraction limited resolution [r ¼
1=ð2�maxÞ] gives a pixel size of 46 nm. The effective image

resolution could beworse than r depending on the accuracy
with which the phases are retrieved. An effective half-

period resolution is therefore estimated after reconstruc-

tion by computing the phase retrieval transfer function

(PRTF) [4,7]. It is defined as the value where the PRTF

drops to a value 1=e. According to this criteria, a 62 nm

resolution length is obtained as shown in Fig. 2(c).

On the basis of this result, we have progressively low-

ered the exposure time from 2 s to 20 fs corresponding to a

single-shot acquisition. The measured diffraction pattern is

shown in Fig. 3(a). In this case, the useful signal occupies a

smaller region of the detector with less scattered photons

on the detector compared to the multishot case. This limits

the signal-to-noise ratio, and high frequencies are less

evidenced. Signal-to-noise ratio limits the useful chip

area for the reconstruction algorithm to an array of N ¼
800� 800 pixels corresponding to a diffraction angle 15�

FIG. 2 (color online). Multishot coherent soft x-ray diffraction

patterns and the reconstructed image. (a) Measured diffracted

intensity (magnitude square of diffracted wave) from the sample,

in logarithmic scale, obtained in 40 shots acquisition (2 s expo-

sure time). The maximal spatial frequency (�max) at the edge of

the diffraction pattern is 10:8 �m�1. (b) Reconstructed object

amplitude obtained with a 46 nm pixel size. The reconstruction

reveals the modification due to the damage that occurred to the

object during the experimental campaign, in particular, at the

round of the left harmonic note. (c) PRTF function of the image

reconstructed in which the criteria value of 1=e provides a half-

period resolution length image of 62 nm.

FIG. 3 (color online). Single-shot coherent soft x-ray diffrac-

tion patterns and the reconstructed image. (a) Measured dif-

fracted intensity from the sample, in logarithmic scale, obtained

in single-shot acquisition (20 fs exposure time). The maximal

spatial frequency at the edge of the diffraction pattern is

8:4 �m�1. (b) Image of reconstructed object amplitude obtained

with 59 nm pixel size. Despite less quality, the single-shot object

reconstruction shows a qualitative agreement with the multishot

reconstruction. In particular, the amplitude transmission is lower

on the round of the left harmonic note. (c) PRTF function of the

reconstructed image. The 1=e criteria value provides a half-

period resolution length image of 119 nm.
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at the midpoint of the edge of the array. However, the

quality of the data is high enough to allow a reconstruction

shown in Fig. 3(b). The features already evidenced in the

multiexposure case are here similarly reconstructed. The

PRTF function gives a resolution length of 119 nm [see

Fig. 3(c)]. For both single and multishot images, there is a

qualitative consistency with the scanning electron micros-

copy (SEM) image shown in Fig. 4(a). In particular, the

two notes are well defined, as well as the upper bar (hor-

izontally tilted thick line). However, the save line never

appears, even if its thickness (75 nm) is larger than the

multiexposure resolution. This is explained by considering

the radiation damages progressively induced during the

whole experimental campaign. While damages do not

occur on single or few tens shots, the irradiation over

thousands of shots (i.e., repetitive measurements) does

affect the sample. In Figs. 4(b)–4(d) we show SEM images

of the sample submitted to different radiation doses at

different stages of the experiment. The evolution of the

save line feature is pointed out. At the beginning of the

experiment [Fig. 4(b)], the note is fully transmitting. When

increasing the dose the transmitting area is progressively

reduced as shown, respectively, in Figs. 4(c) and 4(d). The

image shown in Fig. 4(c) corresponds to sample condition

at the time when the diffraction pattern shown in Figs. 2(a)

and 3(a) have been measured. The transmitting area is now

much reduced, affecting both the circle diameter and the

vertical line thickness. Moreover, the save line is com-

pletely blocked, in agreement with the reconstructed im-

ages in Figs. 2(b) and 3(b). These observations underline

the importance of recording the full information before the

sample is modified [9]. Single-shot femtosecond imaging

allows data collection faster than relevant damages pro-

cesses occur. This possibility, first demonstrated at the

FLASH FEL, is now available on a table-top laser har-

monic source.

In this Letter we have shown that HHG can deliver

coherent intense x rays at the microjoule level. Our labo-

ratory scale source offers an inexpensive approach, com-

plementary to FEL facilities. We have demonstrated the

capability of visualizing in single-shot nonperiodic nano-

scale objects using femtosecond coherent diffractive imag-

ing. This opens fascinating perspectives in imaging

dynamical phenomena to be spread over a large scientific

community. Investigation of ultrafast phase transitions in

mesoscopic systems, ultrafast spin reversals of magnetic

nanodomains, or large molecule rearrangements in biologi-

cal environments are some examples. The natural synchro-

nization of high-harmonic generation with the driving laser

allows subfemtosecond time jitter that would significantly

facilitate time resolved studies.

Shorter wavelengths already demonstrated in HHG

should soon allow reaching sub-10 nm spatial resolution

in coherent diffractive imaging. Exciting future prospects

also come from intense harmonics generated from laser-

plasma surfaces [24,25]. This coherent source holds the

promise of generating very intense subnanometer subfem-

tosecond coherent x rays suitable for ultrafast coherent

diffractive imaging.
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